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Describes step-by-step instructions
to teach a dog tricks
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by Debra Eldredge

Demonstrating more than 80
popular tricks, an excellent dogtraining resource provides
information on positive training,
rewards, cues and body language to
facilitate training, along with step-by-step
instructions and full-color photos.
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Describes tips and information on
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"Whether teaching a puppy the
basics--such as "sit," "stand," and
"stay"-- correcting behavioral
problems, or training your pooch to
perform more advanced tricks, this
comprehensive guide will take you
through all the steps to have your canine answering
your call in no time."
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Elementary students can easily search for
information about animals, arts and music,
biographies, math, science, and more using
resources like Funk & Wagnalls New World
Encyclopedia, the American Heritage Children's
Dictionary, popular full-text elementary school
magazines, eBooks, thousands of images, and videos.
For educators, it also includes lesson plans,
professional development materials, and a
Curriculum Standards Module.

Online Resources
Dog T
Trraining ffor
or kids - This is a short video that goes over
basic dog tricks like sit and here.
Cesars
esarsw
way.c
.com
om - A great resource from the Dog Whisperer
himself. He teaches how anyone can become the leader of
the pack.
K9o
K9ofmine.c
fmine.com
om - A website intended to give simple steps
to teach your dog tricks. That uses praise and treats to
train your furry friend.

